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Abstract

The 250 kW TRIGA research reactor is located at the Atominstitut Vienna, Austria, only a
few subway stations from the city centre of Vienna. Its main purpose is the training of
university students in the field of nuclear engineering and radiation protection as well as in
radiochemistry and neutron- and solid-state physics. The existing facility is visited during a
normal academic year by about 300 persons per day falling into seven different categories
including fully employed staff, students occasionally visiting a seminar, and IAEA personnel
from all over the world. These different groups have to be accounted for daily and are
separated into different categories in view of security and physical protection.

The primary challenges with respect to physical protection have to do with changing
requirements of an ageing TRIGA reactor. Such a university training facility has to make a
compromise between strict security rules as is usual in nuclear facilities and easy access to
academic premises. Too stringent restrictions would keep away the students, too easy access
cannot be allowed due to the amount of nuclear material stored at the facility. Further, when
the facility was established between 1959 and 1962, the security standards for physical
protection were far below the requirements applied nowadays. It is especially difficult to
upgrade existing buildings to today's standards while the normal academic life continues.
Another problem is the fact that different building requirements contradict each other. For
example, physical protection contradicts in some cases the fire protection standards and the
requirement for emergency exists in large auditoriums. Therefore, very cautious
implementations have to be performed to balance between the various requirements. During
the past 39 years a number of physical, administrative and organisational procedures have
been implemented to upgrade the physical protection of the institute.

In the late seventies all entrance doors to the reactor hall and radioisotope laboratories were
replaced by self-locking, fire-proof doors. The main access to the institute was strictly
controlled and the room of the entrance guard was hardened. A closed TV system was
installed to survey sensitive areas. In the reactor hall US and IR sensors were installed which
are connected together with micro- switches in the access doors to a central security system.
The system is activated during nights and week-ends with a direct connection to the nearest
police station.

Emergency units were established and emergency drills are carried out on a regular basis. Fire
and smoke detectors were installed with an automatic alarm to the nearest fire brigade. All
cable penetrations in the laboratories and the reactor hall were replaced by fire-proof
penetrations.

A sensitive radiation detector was installed at the main exit of the institute to monitor any
illicit movement of radioactive sources in or out the institute in view of the high number of
students moving in or out every day.
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Total 16 radiation detectors are distributed in:

• the reactor hall

• the primary and secondary coolant system

• the ventilation system and

• near the main entrance

The system is connected to a central radiation monitoring system with documents the
radiation values both on hard copy and on a diskette.

The institute however is not only upgrading physical and radiation protection at its premises,
one task is also to develop new or to improve existing systems for physical security and
safeguards. An example of such a program is given below:

A busy reactor facility, such as the Atominstitut, is also an opportunity to demonstrate new
techniques in physical protection. One technique being studied uses simulation in automated
evaluation of physical protection data. The research goal is to create a simulation of a
protection system where the data can be compared directly with that of a laboratory referent.
In the first phase of study, agreement between simulation and referent data is analysed in the
context of decision criteria used to make the evaluation using rigorous statistical methods.
The referent, under construction at the Atominstitut, is comprised of digital cameras and
neutron detectors. Preliminary results suggest that routine and anomalous events in a nuclear
facility could be discriminated using a system based on simulation data.

Research is underway where the objective is to design and validate quantitatively a physical
protection system (PPS) and its simulation. The work is novel because the simulation is also
used as the basis for automated evaluation of PPS data. Preliminary results indicate that
routine and anomalous events in a nuclear facility can be distinguished in video and radiation
data using this approach. Application of the technique promises that an investment in a
simulation supports directly the physical protection objective. Consequently, it is also easier
to realise other benefits associated with simulation-based acquisition, in addition to having a
quantitative method for validation.

A modern PPS may include video cameras, radiation detectors, and electronic seals.
Moreover, there is a trend to network electronic monitoring devices and to make their data
remotely accessible to authorised clients. For the most part, analysis of PPS data is done
manually and, when done so, can be expensive and prone to error. To help alleviate this
problem, a technique for validating a simulation and using it to automatically evaluate PPS
data is being developed. It is being demonstrated using a real and simulated PPS. Both rely
on video cameras and radiation detectors to positively identify items and their movements.
Each datum from the real and simulated devices is compared directly and the quantitative
result is called fidelity. When the fidelity exceeds a threshold, defined in the objective
function, items in the real data are identified automatically according to those in the
simulation. The objective function succeeds when the threshold is met and fails when it
doesn't. Applying statistical methods to many such outcomes result in a single quantitative
parameter termed the validity or fitness, which defines the quality of the simulation.

The real PPS, or referent, for this research operates inside the reactor hall of the Atominstiiut.
It is the source of real data and reproduces the essential elements of most busy nuclear
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facilities with respect to the operation of a PPS. There are continuous activities involving
radioactive sources, frequent use of a crane, electrical noise and, of course, personnel moving
about. Plutonium-Beryllium sources are used to approximate the radioactivity of cans
containing plutonium. A dedicated acquisition computer posts the PPS data to the Internet at
regular intervals. The PPS simulation, which generates images and neutron streams like the
referent, runs asynchronously on two networked computers off campus. The simulation under
development is a modification of a game, which incorporates three-dimensional modelling,
basic mechanical laws, and human forms with rudimentary behaviour. Basic radiation
transport is being written into the code. Complex transport calculations will be possible by
making calls from within the simulator to MCNP. The analysis client continuously
downloads data from the referent via the Internet and the simulator via a local network. It
performs automated evaluation of the real laboratory data and validates the simulation in
quasi-real-time. The system will be tested via a series of nominal and diversion scenarios
carried-out in the laboratory and the simulation.

It can be concluded that, even with the moderate financial resources of a university institute,
adequate physical protection can be maintained in view of the amount and type of radioactive
and special nuclear material stored at the facility.
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